Abstract. In this paper for any positive integer N we shall study the special values of multiple polylogarithms at N th roots of unity, called multiple polylogarithmic values (MPVs) of level N . These objects are generalizations of multiple zeta values and alternating Euler sums. Our primary goal is to investigate the relations among the MPVs of the same weight and level by using the distribution relations, extended double shuffle relations, lifted versions of such relations from lower weights, and seeded relations which are produced by relations of weight one MPVs (we write DELS for the above four families of relations). Let d(w, N ) be the Q-dimension of Q-span of all MPVs of weight w and level N . Then we obtain upper bound for d(w, N ) which in general no worse or no better than the one given by Deligne and Goncharov depending on whether N is a prime or a composite. This suggests there should be other linear relations among MPVs besides DELS.
Introduction
In recent years, there is a revival of interest in multi-valued classical polylogarithms (polylogs) and their single-valued cousins. In the mean time there have been a number of generalizations of these functions such as Grassmannian polylogs [17, 18, 19] , elliptic polylogs [2, 23, 27, 31] , p-adic polylogs [10] , infinitesimal (p-adic) polylogs [8, 12] , finite polylogs [3, 12, 26] , and multiple polylogs [14] . For any positive integer s 1 , . . . , s n , Goncharov [14] defines the multiple polylogs of complex variables as follows:
Li s1,...,s l (x 1 , . . . , x l ) =
(1.1)
Conventionally one refers l as the length and s 1 + · · · + s l as the weight. When the length l = 1 the function is nothing but the classical polylog. When the weight is also 1 we get the MacLaurin series of − log(1 − x). More than a century ago it was already known to H. Poincaré [28] that the hyperlogarithms 
where a i = 1/(x 1 . . . x i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We may think this as an iterated path integral in the sense of Chen [9] with path lying in C, however, it is more revealing to use iterated integrals in C n to find the analytic continuation of this function (see [33] ).
It is well-known that special values of multiple polylogs have significant applications in arithmetic such as Zagier's conjecture [32, p.622] concerning the special case of the multiple zeta values (MZV). On the other hand, as pointed out in [15] , "higher cyclotomy theory" should study the multiple polylog motives at roots of unity, not only those of the classical polylogs. Moreover, theoretical physicists have already found out that such values appear naturally in the study of Feynmen diagrams ( [6, 7] ).
Starting from early 1990's Hoffman [20, 21] has constructed some quasi-shuffle (we will call "stuffle") algebras in order to catch the essence of MZVs. Recently he [22] extends this to incorporate the special values of multiple polylogs at roots of unity, although his definition of * -product is different from ours. Our approach is also different from that of Racinét [29] who studied MPVs from the point of view of Drinfeld associators, and Deligne and Goncharov [11] from the point of view of fundamental groups of mixed Tate motives over S-integers of number fields.
If we only take x i = ±1 in the multiple polylogarithms then the special values Li s1,...,s l (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x l ) are called alternating Euler sums (see [4, 34] ). In this paper for fixed N th root of unity µ = µ N = exp(2π √ −1/N ) we want to study the multiple polylog values (MPVs) L N (s 1 , . . . , s n |i 1 , . . . , i n ) := Li s1,...,sn (µ i1 , . . . , µ in ).
(1.3)
We will always identify (i 1 , . . . , i n ) with (i 1 , . . . , i n ) (mod N ). It is easy to see from ( When N = 2 we recover the alternating Euler sums in the above. To save space, if a substring S repeats n times in the list then {S} n will be used. For example, L N ({2} 2 |{0} 2 ) = ζ(2, 2) = π 4 /120. As in the cases of MZVs [24] and the alternating Euler sums [34] the (extended) double shuffle relations play important roles in revealing the relations among MPVs. We shall study this theory for MPVs in section 3 and in particular define the finite and extended double shuffle relations in this setting by generalizing [24, Theorem 2]. We believe that in level one and two all linear relations among MPVs are consequences of the double shuffle relations (including the extended ones).
If the level N > 3 then by Dirichlet Unit Theorem there are non-trivial linear relations among MPVs of weight one and level N which are regarded as seeds. Multiplied by weight w − 1 MPVs these relations can produce non-trivial linear relations among MPVs of weight w which we call the seeded relations. Similar to these relations we may produce new relations by multiplying MPVs on double shuffle relations (including the extended ones) of lower weights. We call such relations lifted relations. We conjecture that in level three all linear relations among MPVs are consequences of the extended double shuffle relations and the lifted relations, with the Q-dimension of such values of weight w given by 2 n . Next we propose our Main Problem on the possibility to express every MPV of weight w > 1 and level N as a Z-linear combinations of the MPVs in a fixed basis. In section 7 we shall provide some numerical computation to show this is indeed possible for most small weight and low level cases (the only cases we know that this is impossible are (w, N ) = (6, 1), (7, 1) ).
Among MPVs we know that there are the so-called distribution relations. The numerical evidence we have collected suggests that all the distribution relations of MPVs are consequences of the finite and extended double shuffle relations.
Most of the relations in this paper are discovered with the help of Maple using symbolic computations. We then verified all such relations by GiNaC [30] with an error bounded by 10 −90 . I would like to thank Jens Vollinga for answering some of my questions regarding the numerical computation of the values of multiple polylogs.
Part of this work was done while I was visiting Chern Institute of Mathematics at Nankai University and the Morningside Center of Mathematics of Academia Sinica at Beijing in the summer of 2007. I would like to thank both institutions and my hosts Chengming Bai and Fei Xu for their hospitality and the ideal working environment. Thanks are due to Prof. Deligne for a few insightful remarks on the first version of the paper. This work was partially supported by a faculty development fund from Eckerd College.
2 The double shuffle relations and the algebra A It is Kontsevich [25] who first noticed that MZVs can be represented by iterated integrals. We now extend this to MPVs (cf. [22] ). Set
For every positive integer n define x n,i := a n−1 b i .
Then it is straight-forward to verify using (
We now define an algebra of words as follows:
Definition 2.1. Set A 0 = {1} to be the set of the empty word. Define A = Q A to be the graded noncommutative polynomial Q-algebra generated by letters a and b i for i ≡ 0, . . . , N − 1 (mod N ), where A is a locally finite set of generators whose degree n part A n consists of words (i.e., a monomial in the letters) of length n. Let A 0 be the subalgebra of A generated by words not beginning with b 0 and not ending with a. The words in A 0 are called admissible words.
Observe that every MPV can be expressed uniquely as an iterated integral over the closed interval [0, 1] of an admissible word w in A 0 . Then we denote this MPV by Z(w). Therefore we have (cf. [29, (2.5) and (2.6)])
For example:
We would like to find many relations between different MVPs of the same weight. Remarkably, Chen [9] developed a theory of iterated integral which can be applied in our situation.
where x is the shuffle product defined by
For example, we have
Let A x be the algebra of A together with the multiplication defined by shuffle product x. Denote the subalgebra A 0 by A 0 x when we consider the shuffle product. Then we can easily prove Proposition 2.3. The map Z : A 0 x −→ C, is an algebra homomorphism. On the other hand, it is well known that MPVs also satisfy the series stuffle relations. For example
.
To study such relations in general we need the following definition.
Definition 2.4. Denote by A 1 the subalgebra of A which is generated by words x s,i with s ∈ Z >0 and i ≡ 0, . . . , N − 1 (mod N )). Equivalently, A 1 is the subalgebra of A generated by words not ending with a. For any word w = x s1,i1 x s2,i2 · · · x sn,in ∈ A 1 and positive integer j we define the exponent shifting operator τ j by
For convenience, on the empty word we have the convention that τ j (1) = 1. We then define a new multiplication * on A 1 by requiring that * distribute over addition, that 1 * w = w * 1 = w for any word w, and that, for any words ω 1 , ω 2 ,
We call this multiplication the stuffle product. Remark 2.5. Our A, A 0 and A 1 are related to Q X , Q X cv and Q Y of [29] , respectively.
If we denote by A x by replacing the shuffle product by stuffle product. Then by induction on the lengths and using the series definition we can quickly check that for any
This implies that
Proposition 2.7. The map Z : A 0 * −→ C, is an algebra homomorphism. For ω 1 , ω 2 ∈ A 0 we will say that
is a finite double shuffle (FDS) relation. It is known that even for MZVs these relations are not enough to provide all the relations among MZVs. However, we believe one can remedy this by considering extended double shuffle relations produced by the following mechanism. This was explained in detail in [24] In order to establish the crucial relation between Z * and Z x we need to adopt the machinery in [24] . For any (s|i) = (s 1 , . . . , s n |i 1 , . . . , i n ) where i j 's are integers and s j 's are positive integers, let the image of the corresponding words in A 1 under Z * and Z x be denoted by Z * (s|i) (T ) and Z x (s|i) (T ) respectively. For example,
Hence we find the following EDS by the next Theorem:
Then for any index set (s|i) we have
This is a the generalization of [24, Theorem 1] to the higher level MPV cases. The proof is essentially the same so we leave it to the interested readers.
The finite and extended double shuffle relations
It is a general belief that all the linear relations between MZVs can be derived from the double shuffle relations including the extended ones. We want to generalize this idea to MPVs of arbitrary levels in this section.
Keep the same notation as above. Let R be a commutative Q-algebra with 1 and Z R any map from A 0 to R such that the "finite double shuffle" (FDS) property holds:
We then extend
where
Similar to the situation for MZVs, we may define the A 0 -algebra isomorphisms
which send b 0 to T . Composing these with the evaluation map T = 0 we get the maps reg x and reg * . 
If Z R satisfies any one of these then we say that Z R has the extended double shuffle (EDS) property.
The proof of the theorem is almost the same as that of [24, Theorem 2] but for completeness we give the most important details in the following because there is some subtle difference for MPVs of arbitrary level.
Denote by S the set of the x s,j (s ∈ Z >0 , j = 0, . . . , N − 1). For convenience we write
is a "twisted derivation" in the sense that
Moreover, all these twisted derivations commute.
(ii) The above twisted derivations extend to a twisted derivation on all of A after setting τ a = id, with values on the letters a, b j given by
In particular, δ z preserves A 0 .
Proof. Easy computation by Definition (2.4). 
(ii).
Proof. Define δ ′ as in Prop. 3.2(ii). For any z = x s,0 ∈ z and x t,i a generator of A 1 we have
Note that for z ∈ z and w, w ′ ∈ A we have τ w δ z τ −w (w ′ ) = δ z (w ′ ). So indeed δ z can be extended to a derivation on A. It's obvious that δ z fixes both A 0 and A 1 .
We can define another operation on S by
We can then restrict this to {x s,0 : s ∈ Z >0 } then extend linearly to z. The following result is then straight-forward. 
The following proposition is one of the keys to the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
(The inverse on the right is with respect to the concatenation product.)
Proof. Define power series
Then taking derivative with respect to u we get
Now for z, ω i ∈ S we have by Prop. 3.2 and Prop. 3.5
This yields
as desired.
If z ∈ z then τ z = id and therefore we have
Let's consider a non-trivial example of Cor. 3.6. Let N = 2 and z = x k,1 then we have 
Here s j means that the corresponding σ j is odd.
The following two propositions are generalizations of Prop. 5-6 of [24] respectively whose computational proofs are mostly omitted since nothing new happens.
Then Φ z is an automorphism of A 1 and we have The next three results are generalizations of Prop. 7, its corollary, and Prop. 8 of [24] , respectively. The proofs there can be easily adapted into our situation because the x-product is essentially the same (note that the the only essentially new phenomenon in the higher level MPV cases is that there are exponent shiftings on the roots of unity in our stuffle product.) 
On the generators we have
Remark 3.11. In fact, we can replace the whole A by A 1 in the first part of Prop. 3.10. We can do the same in the next corollary. However, in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we only need this weaker version. 
In particular, for w ∈ A 0 by taking reg on both sides of the above equation we get
Remark 3.14. Theorem 3.1 now follows easily from a detailed computation as in [24] . As a matter of fact, the same argument shows that [24, Prop. 10] and its Cor. are both valid in our general setup if we replace H 0 there by A 0 .
Seeded relations
It is obvious that when N ≥ 4 there are non-trivial linear relations among MPVs of weight one by the Dirichlet Unit Theorem. These relations are important because by multiplying any MPV of weight w − 1 by one such relation we can get a relation between MPVs of weight w which we call a seeded relation. This is one of the key ideas in finding the formula in [11, Cor. 5.25] concerning the Q-dimensions of the MPVs of general weight and level. There are N − 1 MPVs of weight 1 and level N :
as the domain of the single valued logarithm, namely, log(z) = log |z| + iArg(z) where −π < Arg(z) < π, then we have
By Dirichlet Unit Theorem it is clear that the Q-dimension of 
Thus for all 1 < j < N/2
Further, from [1, (B)] for any divisor k of N and 1 ≤ a < k we have
It follows from the main result of Bass [1] corrected by Ennola [13] that all the linear relations between L N (1|j) are consequences of (4.1) and (4.2). Consequently, the seeded relations have the following forms in words: for all
Lifted relations from lower weights
When we deal with MZVs and alternating Euler sums we expect that all the linear relations come from double shuffle relations including the extended ones. Are these enough when N = 3? Note there are no seeded relations in this case. Surprisingly, the answer in general is no. Let us start with the example of (w, N ) = (5, 3). Easy computation shows that there are 576 MPVs in this case and there are 191 nontrivial EDS and 612 FDS among them. It is easy to verify that all the eight distribution relations can be derived from the FDS and EDS. Using these relations we get 543 independent linear relations among the 576 MPVs. But the upper bound of d(5, 3) by [11, Cor. 5.25 ] is 32. So there must be more relations. Where can they come from? We know that a product of a weight two and a weight three MPVs is of weight five. So on each of the five double shuffle relations (including the two extended ones) between MPVs of (w, N ) = (2, 3) we can multiply any one of the 36 MPVs of (w, N ) = (3, 3) to get a relation between MPVs of (w, N ) = (5, 3). For instance, we have a finite double shuffle relation
Multiplying by L 3 (2|1) we have
Such relations coming from the lower weights as above are called lifted relations (from lower weights).
In this way, when (w, N ) = (5, 3) we can produce 180 lifted relations which turn out to provide exactly one non-trivial new linear relation. Consequently we find 544 independent linear relations among the 576 MPVs of (w, N ) = (5, 3). This implies that d(5, 3) ≤ 32 which is the same bound obtained by [11, Cor. 5.25] .
We may lift not only the (extended) double shuffle relations but also the seeded relations. But a moment reflection tells us that the lifted seeded relations are seeded. So we only need to consider lifted (extended) double shuffle relations.
There are no seeded relations if N = 3. In this case we believe that all the linear relations among MPVs come from the lifted relations and the double shuffle relations including the extended ones (see Conjecture 6.1). Moreover, computation of the small weight cases supports the following 
Some Conjectures and a Problem
Recall that if a map Z R : A 0 −→ R satisfies the FDS and any one of the equivalent conditions in Theorem 3.1 then we say that Z R has the extended double shuffle (EDS) property. Let R EDS be the universal algebra (together with a map Z EDS : A 0 −→ R EDS ) such that for every Q-algebra R and a map Z R : A 0 −→ R satisfying EDS there always exists a map ϕ R to make the following diagram commutative:
When N = 3 computation shows that the lifted relations contribute non-trivially when n = 5 (we can only get d(5, 3) ≤ 33 instead of the conjecturally correct dimension 32 without using lifted relations). We may say that Z R has the lifted extended double shuffle (LEDS) property if it satisfies EDS and for all ω 1 ∈ A 1 and ω 0 , ω
We can similarly define Z LEDS and R LEDS such that for every Q-algebra R and a map Z R : A 0 −→ R satisfying LEDS there always exists a map ϕ R to make the following diagram commutative: We further want to consider the following problem.
namely, the algebra of MPVs is isomorphic to R EDS . If N = 3 then the map ϕ C is injective so the algebra of MPVs of level three is isomorphic to R
Main Problem. Let N > 0 and n > 1 be two integers such that (w, N ) = (6, 1), (7, 1) . Are there always Q-linearly independent MPVs such that every MPV of level N and weight w is a Z-linear combination of these values?
We pose this as a problem because our computing facility is not fast enough to provide a lot of examples although all the ones we were able to find always seem to have affirmative answers. We shall now use EDS to compute the relations between MPVs of small weights. Most of the computations in this section are carried out by Maple. We have checked the consistency of these relations with many known ones and verified our results for MZVs and alternating Euler sums using EZ-face [5] .
By considering all the admissible words we see easily that the number of distinct MPVs of weight w ≥ 2 and level N is N 2 (N + 1) w−2 and there are at most N (N + 1) w−2 EDS we can use since some of the EDS are trivial. If w ≥ 4 then the number of FDS is given by
If w = 2 (resp. w = 3) then the number of FDS is (N − 1) 2 (resp. N 2 (N − 1)).
Multiple zeta values (i.e., level one MPVs).
All the relations in this subsection are found by Maple and verified by EZ-face [5] . Though they might be well-known to the experts it seems that most of them never appeared in this particular form in print before. We assume that Zagier's Conjecture on the dimension of MZVs of weight w is true. In weight three Euler showed that
In weight four: ζ(4) = 4ζ(3, 1), ζ(2, 1, 1) = 4ζ(3, 1), ζ(2, 2) = 3ζ(3, 1).
In weight five:
In weight six: ζ(3, 1, 1, 1) = ζ(5, 1), ζ(2, 3, 1) = ζ(3, 1, 2), and
By considering the fractional coefficients it is easy to show that our Main Problem has negative answer in this case. To see this, let A = ζ(5, 1) and B = ζ(3, 1, 2) and .
We claim that all of the entries of T 1 are odd numbers. Indeed, if all entries of T 1 are even then it is readily to see that det(T 1 ) ≡ 0 (mod 8) so T ∈ (1/2)M 2 (Z). This contradiction implies that there don't exist two MZVs of weight six such that every MZV of weight six is a Z-linear combination of these two.
In weight seven let A = ζ(6, 1)/2 (note the coefficient 1/2), B = ζ(5, 1, 1) and C = ζ(4, 2, 1). Then ζ(3, 1, 1, 1, 1) = 2A, ζ(4, 1, 1, 1) = B, ζ(3, 2, 1, 1) = C, and
By similar argument as weight six we see that our Main Problem has negative answer in the weight seven case too. But the answer is affirmative in weight eight as shown below: let A = ζ (5, 1, 1, 1) , B = ζ (2, 1, 1, 3, 1) , C = ζ (3, 1, 1, 1, 2 
Euler sums (namely, level two).
From the results in [34] we know that our Main problem has affirmative answer when the Euler sums has weight less than 6, provided that Broadhurst's Conjecture on the dimensions of these sums is true.
Weight one.
The relations in weight one are crucial for higher level cases because they provide the seeded relations. Easy computation by (4.1) and (4.2) shows that our Main Problem has affirmative answers if the weight w = 1 and the level N < 102. We also randomly checked the cases where N = 500, 501 and N = 1000 by Maple. We list the solutions for N < 14 as follows:
(N=4)
(N=8)
(N=9)
(N=12)
(N=13)
Weight two.
There are N 2 MPVs of weight 2 and level N :
7.5 Weight three. 
Moreover, there are three ways to produce EDS. Since ρ(T ) = T the first family of EDS come from
On the other hand,
The second family of EDS follow from ρ(Z * (x 1,0 * x 2,i )) = Z x (x 1,0 xx 2,i ):
which implies that
Now we consider the last family of EDS. By the definition of stuffle product:
Applying ρ • Z * and noting that Z x (2|0) (T ) = ζ(2) we get
On the other hand by the definition of shuffle product Applying Z x we get We have done similar computation in other small weight and low level cases and listed the result in Table 1 . In the table the column number represents the level and the row number the weight. The entry at (w, N ) position in the table provides an upper bound of d(w, N ) by DELS (i.e., all the relations we considered: distribution, EDS, the lifted ones, and seeded relations). We put a "+" on the upper right corner of the bound if we find a solution using only Z-linear combinations, "−" if we know the answer to our Main Problem is negative, and unmarked if we don't know the answer. For example, each entry in the first row is marked with a + by the explicit solutions given in section 7. 1, 2|2, 3) =46L 4 (1, 1, 1|1, 0, 0) − 7L 4 (1, 1, 1|2, 2, 1) − 13L 4 (1, 1, 1|1, 1, 1) + 13L 4 (1, 2|3, 1) − L 4 (1, 1, 1|3, 2, 0) + 25L 4 (1, 1, 1|3, 0, 0) − 8L 4 (1, 1, 1|1, 1, 2) + 18L 4 (2, 1|3, 0) (b). When N > 3 and N is composite often there are still hidden relations among MPVs besides all the known ones: distribution relations, finite and extended double shuffle relations, lifted relations, and seeded relations. For examples, the three relations in (a) are discovered only through numerical computation together with the help of EZ-face [5] . But are these enough to produce all the linear relations when N is prime?
